As an application of the general properties of coarse-grained quantities of aperiodic systems which were studied in the preceding paper, the method of ensemble average of periodic systems (MEAPS) is discussed for obtaining frequency spectra of aperiodic systems. Histograms of frequency spectra of isotopically disordered diatomic linear chains for various sets of long range and short range order parameters were calculated by the MEAPS, and were compared with the result calculated by the negative-factor-counting method (NFC). It was numerically shown that the suitable choice of the width of histograms is very important for the result of the MEAPS to be a good approximation; the choice can be done referring lo the stability of the histogram with change of the ensembles. The comparison then indicates that the MEAPS using periodic chains with not more than 8 atoms in a unit cell gives better approximation than the moment method using 20 moments. Although for the spectra of one-dimensional systems the NFC is a better method than the MEAPS, the latter has a wider range of applicability so that the result of this study may lend support for the investigation of more complicated quantities of systems by this method of approach.
In the preceding paper 1 l hereafter referred to as I one of the present authors has investigated some general properties of coarse-grained quantities in an aperiodic linear chain, and pointed out some possible applicabilities of these properties. It has been shown that the effect of coarse-graining is such as to eliminate the long-distance correlation effect of structure of the aperiodic system on the physical quantity concerned; if one notes this property one must be able to obtain reliable information about the quantity. Various approximation methods have been devised and developed for what they call the random lattice problem. However, little attention seems to have been paid to the way of gaining reliability at some sacrifice of the amount of information. 'I'he authors consider that it is very important as a first step to know the gross features of the physical quantity with reliable accuracy. The purpose of this series of papers is to investigate the properties of aperiodic systems. along this line of thought.
It has been demonstrated m I that by virtue of suitable coarse-graining the
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coarse-grained frcq uency spectrum of isotopically disordered linear chain can well be approximated by an ensemble average of frequency spectra of periodic chains with several atoms in a unit cell. This result suggests that the coarse-· grained frequency spectra of aperiodic chains with some order can abo be approximated by a suitable ensemble average of those of such periodic chains.
However, the following question will naturally be raised: "H the size of the unit cell of such periodic chains is sufficiently large the obtained spectra may he a very good approximation. But how can we know that the size of the unit cell is sufficiently large for the given width of coarse-graining, or, conversely, the width of coarse-graining is large enough for a given size of the unit cell?" We started this investigation in order to answer the above question analyzing several examples with a hope that such an analysis will give a suggestion as to the m_ethod of approach for obtaining coarse-grained quantities in general systems such as three-dimensional ones.
In this paper we demonstrate the effect of coarse-graining by comparing histogran1s of frequency distribution of aperiodic chains obtained by negativefactor-counting n1ethod with those obtained by an e.nsemble average of periodic chains vv-ith 6, and 8 atoms in a unit cell. It will numerically be shown that the " stability" of histograms with change of the size of the unit cell is a good measure for the suitable width of histograms. By the choice of the width of histograms through this stability considerations even the ensemble average of periodic chains with such small unit cells as containing only 4 atoms gives a good approxirn.ation to the histograms of ran~lom chains. We shall obtain by use of Eq. (5 · 5) of I histograms of frequency distributions of aperiodic chains in which the distribution of isotopes are forming a si1nple Markoff chain.
It must be ernphasized that although the negative-factor-counting methocfll is powerful enough to obtain frequency spectra of aperiodic chains, the method of ensemble average of periodic systems (MEAPS) developed in this paper may have a much wider range of applicability. We hope the results of numerical calculations on simple models will amply indicate the effectiveness of this method of approach for obtaining reliable values for coarse-grained quantities In general.
Consider a syste1n
one-dimensional hannonic oscillators the equations of motion of which are given by 
. it IS also well known that g (ui) can in principle be obtained through the Fourier transformation.
However, in general cases where the above sequence {mJ} is aperiodic tbe existence and analytic properties of g (cu 2 ) are not yet well established. So far, actual calculations have been done on some particular types of statistical ensemble of chains, 4 l assuming that the some frequency spectrum will be found for an arbitrary chain chosen out of the ensemble, except for an exceptional class of chains whose total probability tends to zero as JV tends to infinity.
On the other hand, if we are concerned with the coarse-grained squared frequency distribution
(' GN (t) (
2 )., where the ·wa's are to be determined by
Here /(") (uz) and n'") (ui +iF) are the distribution function of E.P. and the coarse-grained frequency spectrum of the ath periodic system, respectively. It is sirnpler to obtain another type of coarse-grained quantities than n (co 2 +iT), that is, histograms of frequency spectrum. In general, the histogram
-T) is not exactly equal to n (c1i, T) (21') but we may presume that both quantities have the finite effective distance l of the same order of magnitude; Eq. (2 · 5) can then be used by replacing n (oJ 2 +iT') and where
Since we can write
we obtain the relation (~ · 1 1) as Jollows : Let us assume that the mass of an atom is either M (L-a tom) or M' (H-atom), where M'>M. According to the definition given in 1 the value of E.P., Ut, of a given atom is in one-to-one correspondence with the environmental situations up to the lth from the given atom, and ~ (u 1 ) is the fraction of atoms with E.P.
which is equal to Uz.
Instead of /z(Oz) we define Yn(t;n) as the fraction of consecutive n atoms whose arrangement is specified by t;n. If t;2ln corresponds to O'z then we have Yu+l (t;u+l) =It, Cut) .
We call t;n pattern of block of size n and call rJn (t;n) block distribution funci ton. It is apparent that Eq. (2 · 5) remains valid if Eq. (2 · 6) is replaced by
We may write t;n=(AIA2"'An), where Ai=L or H. 
where St;n is the pattern of block obtained from t;r;, by a cyclic permutation denoted by S, that is, St;n is one of (A1A2"'An), (A2A3"'AnA1), .... , (AnA1A2·"An t), and :Z::.: denotes the sum over the different St;,/s. 
a a g,, (St; 0 ) is not always equal to [/ 0 (t;;,) in an aperiodic system. The number of independent equations in (2 · 6)' may be as large as 2n but the number of different periodic chains is less than 2n.
However, it can easily be shown that (2 · 9) is the necessary condition of
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(2 · 6)" also for any n smaller than. rio Therefore, Wa given in (2 · 9) is the optimum one and it will satisfy (2 · 6)' for n sufficiently smaller than no
When th~ sequence of masses {mj} of the aperiodic chain is a sample of a uniform simple Markoff chain, let p (A) be the probability of any site of the chain being occupied by A-atom (A= L or I-I). Let jJ (A/B) be the probability of any site being occupied by A-atom under the condition that one of the nearest neighbor sites is certainly occupied by B-atom. If we put
then we obtain grams of frequency spectra for all kinds of periodic chains with unit cell ~-:uch that n =--= 4, 6, 8. The frequency distribution of periodic ch.ains could as well be obtained by a root sampling method from calculated dispersion relations. VVe used, however, the negative-factor-counting method because it is more fitted for linear chains. Then, we put a weight factor Wa as given by (2 · 9) and (2 · 13) and averaged over the histograms of frequency spectra of the periodic chains. The weight factor ·wa is just the probability of finding a block of n atoms whose pattern coincides with the structure of the unit cell of the ath periodic chain. \IV e compared the three histograms thus obtained hy the MEAPS with n = 4, 6, 8 for given value of a and /J. In Figs. 1 (v a) and (vii a) we plotted such histograms for the case a=b=0.5 and 0.9. There are considerable discrepancies between the histograms obtained for different values of n. However, we can easily remove the discrepancy up to about 10% by suitably changing the width of histograms as shown in Figs. 1 (v) and (vii); the stability is thus secured. 
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For checking the accuracy of the histograms thus obtained, we calculated, by the negative-factor-counting method, histograms of random Markoff chains with 32,000 atoms; they are considered to be accurate enough for our purposes. These histograms are shown by solid lines.
Figures 1 (v), (v a), (vii), (vii a) and Table I clearly show the importance of choosing suitable width for histograms. Once it is properly chosen through a stability test, then the histogram is a good approximation to the accurate one. Figures 1 (i) ~(vii) show how closely the histograms of frequency spectra obtained in this way by the MEAPS approximate those obtained directly for the random J\1arkoff chains of 32,000 atoms in several cases. Here, in the absc1ssa we took the value of /~ as defined by (3 ·1) and 1n the ordinate we took the number of normal modes per unit value ol lz the total number of modes being normalized to 1000. Table I lists the total areas surrounded by histograms obtained by the MEAPS and the solid diagrams in Figs. 1 (v) and (v a) . The improvement of approximations gained by the stability test can be read off from this table.
From these :figures we can see the effect of short range order on the frequency spectra. As b increases for given value of a the spectra in the high frequency region u~>:16) become flattened and the spectra at the high frequency edge of the low frequency region (1~<16) become sharpened. This is to be expected because the larger value of h corresponds to the enhanced cluster1ng of like atoms.
~ 4. Conclusion \Ve have calculated coarse-grained frequency spectra of aperiodic chains consisting of two kinds of masses M and 2J.'VJ both by the MEAPS and nega6 vefactor-counting method. These masses were assumed to form a simple Markoff chain. The effect of short range order on the spectrum was clearly shown in the results of calculation. The ensemble average of periodic chains with rather small unit cells was shown to he sufficient to obtain the gross features of the Fl. 1\1 atsuda and 1V. Ogita spectrum. However, as demonstrated in Figs. 1 (vii) and (vii a)) care must be taken to choose the width of histogran1s ; otherwise the calculated fine structure may be illusory. We have pointed out that this choice of the width can efficiently be achieved by testing the stability of the calculated coarse-grained spectra with change of the ensemble of periodic systems. 2000 Dean pointed oue> the inadequacy of the 1500-moment-trace method on the grounds that even the final form of the spectrum calculated by Domb et al. 5 ) ,GJ with 20 moments failed to reproduce the typical spiky structure obtained by Dean. In Ji'jg. 2 we represent Domb's result by a curve, the result of negative-factor-counting method by a histogram_ with solid line, and the result of the J\1EAPS by a broken line. Even for the degree of coarse-graining such as fitted to the fv1EAPS with the unit cell containing not more than 8 atoms the result of the 1noment method still involves a considerable discrepancy in the high frequency region of the spectrum. T'he method of ensemble average of periodic system_s such as developed in this paper has already been intuitively applied by various authors. :For instance, in order to interpret lattice vibration spectrum of n1ix-crystals such as alkali-halides, 7 > Ge-Si 8 > or GaAsyl\ __ ,
9
> alloys, they tried to approximate the real system by a periodic systen1 or an ensemble average of periodic systems. From our study of simple models we infer that these approaches are actually sound in so far as the suitable coarse-graining is applied to interpret the result of calculations.
The numerical calculation was carried out by OKIT'AC 5090H of the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research.
